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Strategies to enhance genetic health in purebred dogs 

Introduction      

           Dogs were initially tamed more than 10,000 years ago. Recently, health issues with purebred 

dogs have received international attention in the media and have been confirmed by cynological 

organizations. Among recent years, there has been a lot of discussion about the problem of genetic 

diseases and poor health in purebred dogs. The entire scope and prevalence of inherited illnesses in 

pedigree dogs are now being realized thanks to the development of genome-wide sequencing 

technologies and the continued innovation of novel diagnostic DNA disease tests. Based on 

significant factors like severity, prevalence, and inheritance as well as the availability of efficient 

preventative measures, individual action plans must be developed. In order to establish breeding 

techniques with the aim of considerably reducing hereditary illnesses, testing and screening 

programme are essential for identifying both the prevalence and susceptibility to developing 

disease. To optimize the impact of considerably reducing the frequency of inherited illnesses and 

increasing general health in pedigree dogs, DNA tests for disease-causing mutation(s) must be 

integrated with current screening methods, pedigree information, and if possible, genomic selection. 

Without violating many breed criteria, breed health could be improved by acknowledging the 

advantages of crossbreeding, allowing dogs with a distant ancestor of another breed to be registered, 

and imposing offspring limitations on stud dogs in Kennel Clubs around the world. Making these 

improvements successful and standard practice requires a number of crucial aspects, including 

increased public awareness, education, and—most importantly—the assistance of breeders and/or 

breed clubs. 
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Levels of genetic diversity  

         Inherited disorders: Two significant population bottleneck events - the first during domestication 

and the second during breed formation, where repeated use of well-known sires, line breeding, breeding 

for particular phenotypic traits, and promotion of the breed barrier rule all contributed to the overall loss of 

genetic variation- can be attributed to the genetic diversity loss in purebred dogs. Lack of genetic diversity 

and inbreeding are not necessarily associated with an increased risk of inherited illness and poor health. 

         Breed characteristics have changed as a result of the shift from using dogs as working animals to 

companion animals, with breeding now focusing more on appearance than on working or cognitive ability. 

Inherited disorders in pedigree dogs have been classified as being either related to or unrelated to breed 

standards. Over 75% of all genetic illnesses in pedigree dogs are caused by conditions unrelated to breed 

standards and have been linked to breed creation, a small effective population size, the recurrent use of 

well-liked sires, and inbreeding. The evolution of the breeds has been connected to the rise in the frequency 

of certain hereditary illnesses. But more than 80 diseases are connected, directly or indirectly, to the 

requirements of the published breed standards which can have a detrimental impact on the dog’s health and 

welfare.  

Issues and challenges 

        Preserving genetic diversity, discouraging the accumulation of harmful genotypes, and combating 

exaggerated morphological and mental traits are all necessary to improve the health and wellbeing of 

purebred dogs. Vision is necessary to accomplish these goals, and both short- and long-term initiatives 

must be coordinated on a global scale. The problem-solving capacity of all parties involved must be 

demonstrated.  

Information resources 

       For genetic analysis and the creation of breeding programme, pedigree data and phenotypic records for 

various qualities are crucial. For dogs, kennel or breed clubs most frequently maintain this type of 

information in national registers. Theoretically, considerable data are available at the population level, but 

interchange of information is sometimes hampered by differences in data type and quantity, format, rules, 

and willingness to share data or recognize pedigrees. 

Basis for action 

       All actions to improve canine genetic health should be based on an integrated analysis of the 

seriousness, prevalence, inheritance, and detection (e.g., the capacity to recognize carriers of 
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diseased/affected/affected individuals) of disorders, as well as the availability of efficient control or 

prevention programme that can be tracked. 

The future of the pedigree dog  

       For many owners, ensuring a particular breed of pedigree dog may mean paying very expensive 

premiums in comparison to a crossbreed since insurance firms that provide health insurance for purebred 

dogs track how frequently and for what reason dogs of each breed use their insurance. The most predisposed 

breeds (those with the worst health records and the greatest number of inherited disorders) should be 

eliminated in order to maximize the wellbeing of future generations, and the genetic barriers between the 

remaining breeds should be loosened in order to increase genetic diversity. The long-term survival of dog 

breeds in general would be ensured by this strategy, which would pre serve the majority of breeds but not 

all of them. However, it would mean allowing certain predisposed breeds to disappear and giving up the 

strict characteristics of particular breeds by interbreeding them. 

Conclusions 

       Following increased knowledge of purebred dog health issues, coordinated steps must be taken to 

assess and strategically address them. The severity, prevalence, and heredity of each issue within breeds 

should guide actions. It is necessary to establish strategies for identifying new breeds, identifying health 

issues associated to anatomical traits, and choosing breeding stock. A more practical approach to managing 

the most susceptible breeds would be to cross several members of a related breed in order to reintroduce 

genetic diversity. This approach could be combined with breeding plans that aim to breed away from the 

most susceptible individuals in order to ensure more genetically diverse future generations. 

 


